94 ford conversion van

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Ford. Model E-Series Van. I Truck Center
Grandview, MO If you are looking for a slick conversion van, you will look long and far before
you find one nicer than this one. It was owned by an assisted living company to transport the
elderly. It is a raised roof Cobra conversion with all conceivable options and accessories that
were offered at that time. The audio and visual componentry, although a bit dated, is in good
working order, and could be converted and upgraded fairly easy. The wood trim is in
impeccable condition and all interior lighting is operable. The truck shows excellent care and
reflects the low 70k miles on the odometer. Front and rear air conditioning. The original paint is
flawless save for a few minor rock chips on the wheel flares. This coach runs and drives as new
and is very easy to operate. We have the vehicle reasonably priced and will share the reserve if
you would like to give us a call. The best way to inquire about our listings is to give us a call.
Our office phone is and our cell phone numbers are below. We will answer any time of day.
We'd be glad to share our reserve prices or send you an Auto Check vehicle report. If you have
any questions please call us. There are never any DOC fees or other hidden charges, which are
only additional dealer profit. The price you and I agree on is exactly what you will pay. Delivery
service is available. We get a lot of people by here and someone may make an acceptable offer
on this vehicle before the sale is over, so we must reserve the right to end early. If you have any
questions, please give us a call: Tom , Kevin or Bill The exterior is also in Mint condition. It only
has 94, miles on it. Over 5 million AutoCheck reports are run by consumers, dealers and auto
auctions each month. Your Bank Finance - Already have your financing lined up? That's great,
we can work with your local bank or credit union to get a deal done. In most cases we can have
all paperwork sent over to them the same day you call. We reserve the right to cancel all
existing bids and end the auction early should the item no longer be available for sale. Texas
Residents are Also subject to 6. Out of State buyers may register and pay applicable taxes in
their home state. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original Titles up to 29 days
from the time we pay a vehicle off. While I usually have all titles in my possession at closing,
there occasions where I may be waiting for them to arrive. So please call us. We will do our best
to assist you with shipping but we assume no responsibility for shipping or damages incurred
after the vehicle leaves our location. The buyer is responsible for all shipping costs, Damage,
loss during shipping. We do our best to make our vehicles look great, but please realize that
they may have minor flaws in the paint or interior. Some vehicles may have had prior touch up
to cover excessive micro chips or scratches, but all our work is done by professionals. We
would be more than happy to go over the entire vehicle with you on the phone if you so desire.
Not all vehicles have a full set of keys, books, CD Cartridges, floor mats and other loose items.
Vehicles may have additional miles due to local test drives ranging from miles. Please call if you
have any questions or concerns. Please Keep In Mind!!! The remaining balance is to be paid
within days from the Auction end time. Texas Buyers Please read our Terms and conditions for
all additional fees. Our experience and knowledge of the industry is tremendous that gives us
the advantage and the ability to pick the finest and most desirable pristine vehicles. We operate

out of wholesale warehouse using the internet as the only storefront with no fancy freeway
location. This keeps overhead to an absolute minimum, which means we can offer you the
lowest prices on truly pristine vehicles. If a unique, very desirable and truly pristine vehicle at
the lowest possible price is what you are looking for, you need to look no further than
Roadsters Auto. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding contract to
buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to
accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car
before the end of the auction. This vehicle Also qualifies for a comprehensive warranty
protection for up to 4 years, unlimited miles that can be built into your financing in most cases.
Please contact us via e-mail to obtain specific information and cost about this Warranty. This
auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. We are the original owners of this
conversion van. The title is clean. We're moving to Florida and unfortunately cannot bring it
with us. Features include: - 8 cyl. My husband has always used synthetic oil. The van will
definitely need new tires. The ABS light stays on and the Air bag light periodically flashes. The
radio yes, with cassette player recently stopped working, although the clock still works. Note
regarding previewing this vehicle: I understand that a potential buyer would want to inspect a
vehicle prior to purchasing. However, eBay does not allow me to share our personal contact
info prior to the end of the auction. If we accept your offer, we will give you the opportunity to
inspect the van and test drive it prior to completing the payment. If you are not satisfied with it
and decide you don't want it I will agree to cancel the transaction. I will be out of town this
Thursday, October 16 until Wednesday, October If you purchase the van during this time I will
contact you to arrange a time for you to see it. No payment is due unless you are satisfied with
your purchase. Buyer may inspect prior to payment. If you intend to drive it away, you must
arrange for your own license plate s and registration. We will remove ours once the sale is
complete. Buyer is responsible for the cost and arrangement of any transportation, if needed.
Model E Real Winner! Best color! Looking for an amazing value on a great Ford E? Well, this is
IT! Welcome to Joe Machens Nissan in Columbia, Missouri, where excellent customer service is
always our 1 priority. We'll make sure your experience at our dealership exceeds all
expectations. With over new Nissan vehicles, we have something for everyone and every
budget! Because we are part of Joe Machens Dealerships we can offer you the largest selection
of cars trucks and SUV s in the mid-west. Choose from our inventory of over 2, pre-owned,
including a great selection of Certified Pre-owned Nissan vehicles. Stop by today and become a
member of the Joe Machens Nissan family or visit us at. Family Owned Dealership Founded in
72 Rte. Call Roland Our goal is to make purchasing a Handicap van painless and simple. We
take pride in providing quality used vans at very affordable prices. We're a no frills dealership
with low overhead There are no commissioned sales people We Offer these Units Thousands
Lower than anyone else. We're easy to talk, and deal with You will not find another dealership
like this Give us a try, you will not be disappointed Please understand that you are purchasing a
used vehicle Thousands below the retail value. We attempt to be as thorough as possible with
our inspections, So as not to leave anything to chance. We want everyone to be happy with their
purchase. There may be normal wear; Scratches, nicks, cosmetic and or minor imperfections
We will do our best in describing the vehicles in our ad We absolutely welcome any mechanical
inspections or test drives We will cooperate with any Independent inspection service you send
We do not offer any warranty on these vehicles But they are tested and inspected prior to
offering them for sale. No warranty is expressed or implied Any descriptions or representations
are for identification purposes only And are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is
the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, And to have satisfied
himself of herself as to the condition and value And to purchase based upon that judgment
solely. We reserve the right to cancel this sale at our discretion. This truck is a beast and runs
and drives great. The interior is flawless no rips or abused usage at all original paint. This bus
has a few pictures of it online if you google image it the original Antarctica research stickers are
is still on it. I can help find shipping to the lower 48 states. To preview it Monday-Friday 9am to
5pm sat 10am-3pm Sunday closed TruckDepot Sepulveda Blvd North Hills Call or text me direct
cell phone lucas or call our shop at sales tax and fees will apply to California buyers if sold out
of California sales tax will not be collected if shipped by a lic hauler. Top of the line Ricon
Clearview lift. Driver seat adaptions for easy tranfer to wheelchair or ease in and out for
caregiver. Many added extras for easy use with wheelchair. Excellent condition. Must see to
appreciate. Only 91k miles and very well maintained. Clean title. Never in a wreck and runs
excellent. Great van for someone in need. Great vehicle with plenty of room for the whole family.
Interior running lights and many more extras. See attached photo's. Motor was replaced at ,
Now has approx. Runs Great! The lift works great, and over all the body is in good condition. No
rust, but there is a crack in the passenger side running board. Air blows cold, heat did not work

well in bitter cold last winter. Middle captain's seats go with the van. The steering box needs to
be replaced, so there is no power steering now. The van should not be driven very far before
replacing the steering box. There is a problem with the motor without a clear diagnosis. The
drivers power window doesn't work. I will be glad to answer any questions. Clear title. Buyer
must provide information to complete notarized title transfer. Transfer and Shipping costs and
coordination are the responsibility of the buyer. I reserve the right to end the auction early
because the van is for sale locally. Full payment through PayPal or in cash is required within 5
calendar days of auction close, or upon picking up van, whichever comes first. Sold as is,
where is. Contact me for a real quote, I can arrange wholesale nationwide shipping and am
happy to help. The Story: This wheelchair lift equipped high top handicap van was lightly used,
fleet maintained and came to us from the dry southwest rust free, see underside photos desert.
This van starts, runs, drives, stops excellent in every way and will make someone very happy to
own it. Condition, Options and Drivetrain: This 1 ton van has been heavily modified with a high
top roof conversion, a Braun Millennium Series wheel chair lift, custom seating etc. The body
and paint are excellent, under the hood is a very strong 5. This van needs nothing, is ready to
roll and will not disappoint you. Though in excellent overall condition, this is a used 8 year old
van and as you would expect there are imperfections, scratches, dings, wear, etc. There is some
minor damage where the wheelchair lift has contacted the side doors see photos There are
some scratches on the rear bumper see photos There is some tape on a lower dash panel, I will
try to replace with something better see photos There are some little pin holes in a dash panel
to the right of the steering wheel. Please call me with questions or offers. I'm not some slick
haired, polyester clad car salesman. I'm 47yrs old, jeans, boots, t-shirt, down to earth, plain talk,
have a family, self employed, work for a living kind of a guy, I won't B. Below is some of my
seller feedback on a wide variety of vehicles Great seller! Great truck! Good buying
experienced. Thank you! Description was very accurate. Handles any issues and is eager to
help. His shipping expertise was extremely helpful! Great communication. Honest seller. Highly
recommended! Great to deal with! Would do business with again! I hope to deal with him again!
Received the day after I paid for it miles away! Jim is as honest as they come! Great Guy! Will
be back! Very solid buy. Thanks again!!! Good deal and he made the transaction and shipping
easy! No detail left unattended! Great people to work with. Thank you. Would gladly
recommend, look forward to doing more business. Thanks - Dodge Cummins Very helpful. The
easiest purchase of
jeep commander 2007 interior
shower parts diagram
bald samurai
a vehicle I ever had. For sale is a Ford Econoline extended length handicap van equipped with
power lift on passenger side. Awesome reliable, powerful and roomy van for wheelchair bound
person and up to 5 other passengers counting the driver. Very well maintained, but shows it's
age and have a few crumples. Check out all the features above and contact us with any
questions. Husband passed away and I am selling everything; power chair, full size hospital
bed, Hoyer lift and other misc stuff. Just inquire! Brooklyn, NY. Elk Grove, CA. Miami, FL. Dallas,
OR. South Milwaukee, WI. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for
Sale Ford Conversion Van. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Ford Model E Ford : E-Series Van E 94
ford e shuttle bus diesel 7. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Category Beta Pickup Truck 5 Van 2. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

